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Architectural Intent
The project investigates the nature of contemporary
living through the analysis of the relationship
between the home and the street. The scheme deals
with the complex cultural and historical context of
Cumbernauld, a post-war Scottish New Town.

The New Town
Cumbernauld New Town was designed and constructed
during the 1950s and 60s. The design of the housing was
centred around the principles of vehicular and pedestrian
segregation. Most of the housing is exclusively accessed
via pedestrian ways, as the vehicles are parked along
separate roads in accordance with the Radburn System.
Every pedestrian path feeds into landscaped pedestrian
ways which all converge at the hilltop Town Centre. The
dominant materiality in the new town is concrete and
brick construction with concrete render.

Programme
The scheme will propose a new dispersed health centre
which will encourage a more holistic and communitydriven approach to health care. I intend for the housing
to be of a similar density to the surrounding typologies
(approximately 30 dwellings/acre or 75 dwellings/
hectare). A mixture of dwelling typologies is essential
to ensure a
balanced community and maximum
public activity. As the area has a substantial elderly
population and single residents, the scheme will provide
accommodation for these demographics, in addition to
several larger family units. With regards to form, the
housing will take a varied terrace typology, referencing
the surrounding housing as well as Atelier 5’s Halem
Estate and Jørn Utzon’s terraces in Fredensborg.

Good materials
The terrace typology will welcome the juxtaposition of
materiality between the party walls and internal elements.
As the new town is predominantly concrete, I intend
to respect this materiality. However, I am interested in
exploring the sustainable potentialities of concrete as it
notoriously has a significant environmental impact. The
cold hues and thermal properties of the concrete will be
juxtaposed by the natural grain and warm sensation of
timber.

The chosen site is currently a small park within the
centre of the Kildrum neighbourhood, located to
the North East of the megastructure Town Centre.
Furthermore, the end of the site is occupied by a red
brick health centre completed in the early 2000s.
The site is also surrounded by predominantly original
and some contemporary housing typologies including
terraces, flats and bungalows.
The intention of the project is to propose a
new pocket of urban space, housing and public
health facilities within the complex framework of
Cumbernauld. The scheme will further explore the
nature of privacy, vehicular segregation, landscape
and refuse strategies to meet current and future
needs.

Circulation realms
Currently, the site is exclusively pedestrian. I intend for
it to remain pedestrian and consider a form of partial
underground parking for the residents. In addition to the
health centre on the site, there is a local shop, secondary
school and church in close proximity. Thus, the project
will be designed with the assumption that the area would
receive a relatively high degree of pedestrian traffic.
Topography
The land slopes to the East with a 5m drop across the
45m width of the site. The scheme will take advantage
of this level change in the design of the housing and
pedestrian circulation to ensure privacy whilst ensuring
interesting internal spatialities.

Positive outdoor space
The design of the external spaces will consider the
intimacy gradient from a small public square to the
entrance transition into the homes. Moreover, there will
be an extensive exploration into landscaping strategies
to ensure that the scheme remains an accessible green.
The home
Within the dwellings, the design will establish a tapestry
of light and dark whilst ensuring domestic intimacy. A
particular focus will be given to the design of unique
alcoves in addition to accommodation for the current and
future possessions of the household.

Thickening the outer walls
From the onset, I have been intrigued by the language of
alcoves and inhabited walls. The robust concrete party
walls will be carved out to create varied nuances within
each home.
Roof layout
The surrounding housing explores different roofing
strategies resulting in a variety of elevations. I also
intend to explore the potential of a mono-pitch roof as
it will resolve privacy and lighting considerations whilst
creating alluring double-height spaces. Moreover, a
mono-pitch roof mirrors the site’s topography, which will
be internally resolved through split level accommodation.

Kildrum pedestrian way
Kildrum terraced housing
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The housing scheme is located within the centre of
the Kildrum neighbourhood in Cumbernauld. The
original housing of the new town was designed
upon the principles of vehicular and pedestrian
segregation. Despite Cumbernauld’s controversial
history, pedestrian urban design is now explored
within many contemporary housing schemes. My
project offers a revised approach to pedestrian
segregation within a domestic context which
referenced historic and contemporary precedents.
The narrow pedestrian paths from the surrounding
housing feed into the new pedestrian street within
the area which is intended to be wild and overgrown.
The redesigned Health Centre and community
facilities would bring in visitors from the local area.
Thus, the new street would receive a moderate
degree of pedestrian footfall.
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Sacred Heart Catholic Church
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Lindsay & Glimour Pharmacy

1:2500 Kildrum, Cumbernauld Plan
Exisiting site
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P rog ra mm e
The 1 acre (0.4 hectare) site accommodates 22
terraced units, 9 larger houses, 2 accessible flats,
a small health centre and a community space.
The housing is arranged along a west to east
axis, providing a central pedestrian street that is
accessible through intersecting paths. All houses
are dual access terraces referencing the terrace
typology for the surrounding original housing. The
proportions of the existing housing are also reflected
in the 5 meter grid of the new scheme. The gardens
are located to the south to ensure maximum sunlight
and create an interconnection with the living space.
Each home also has a small front garden, which for
the terraces also contains bin stores which can be
accessed along the existing pedestrian paths.
The material palette of the scheme references the
existing context which is predominantly concrete
render. The party walls of my housing are projecting
concrete with horizontal larch cladding and glazing
in between. The timber juxtaposes the austere
concrete creating a more natural aesthetic that will
be complemented by matured planting.
.

1:500 Site Plan, Section & Elevation

Exisiting site
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Site Pla n
When researching the demographic of Cumbernauld,
I discovered that a large proportion of the population
is lone residents of all ages. As much of the original
housing in Cumbernauld was designed for families,
I thought it was essential for my scheme to provide
accommodation for various single residents, including
the elderly, young and single parents. But I wanted
to ensure that the scheme encouraged a mixed
community, therefore I introduced larger domestic
units to the south of the terraces.
As with the existing terraces, the housing in my
scheme ensures an interplay between interior and
exterior. The kitchens and studies are located to the
northern end facing out onto the street. Like in the
original housing, this ensures casual surveillance of
the public spaces.
Environmental Strategy
The orientation and design of the housing ensure
adequate internal lighting. The study spaces are
situated to receive balanced northern light, whereas
the living spaces to the south would receive
maximum sunlight and solar gain throughout the
day. The clerestory window would also allow for
cross ventilation within the homes. The southfacing gardens would provide favourable conditions
for vegetation and planting to grow, in addition to
creating a pleasant external environment.
.

Community
Space

Health
Centre

1:500 Site Plan & Section

Mossgiel Rd terrace
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P a r king
The parking strategy levels out Lochlea Road to allow
for a small car park below the housing. Externally,
accessible and public parking spaces are provided
for residents and visitors to the health centre.
Underground, 1 parking space has been provided for
each large unit, and 1 for every 2 terraces. This is less
than the current average of 1.5 cars per household
in Cumbernauld, but the intention is to encourage
reduced or even shared car ownership. Furthermore,
as Jan Gehl presented in Life Between Buildings,
pedestrian access to housing encourages interaction
and creates a more pleasant urban environment.

1:500 Parking Plan & Section

Exisiting parking on site
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Commun a l Sp a c e
The public space within the scheme was influenced
by the pedestrian streets in Neave Brown’s Alexandra
Road Estate and Moshe Safdie’s Coldspring
Newtown. The planting along the gardens would
allow for vegetation to overspill onto this public
space. The vegetation between the street not only
allows for domestic privacy but also enlivens the
central space. Additionally, several benches and
planters are located within the central space to
encourage activity. The space between the health
centre and community space further encourages a
more holistic approach to wellbeing for members of
the community.

1:200 Plan & Section
Coldspring Newtown, Baltimore, Moshe Safdie
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Te r races
The one bedroom terraces were primarily influenced
by Utzon’s Fredensborg terraces and Atelier 5’s
Halen Estate. They sit on a compact 5 meter grid
with robust concrete party walls. These units have
a floor area of 81 m2, which is significantly larger
than the minimal spatial standards. This is primarily
due to the spacious double-height living space with
access to the garden.
Upon entry, there is a storage space, followed by
and a kitchen overlooking the street and a bathroom.
Downstairs is the living space, with an alcove tucked
under the staircase. Bookshelves are carved out
of the robust party wall. There is also access to a
small garden which leads onto the pedestrian street.
Upstairs there is a study and bedroom in addition
to a small space where a bed could be placed for
visitors, or provide additional storage.

1:100 Section CC

1:100 Section BB

A
C

1:100 Section AA

C

1:100 Northern Elevation

B

B

A

1:100 Southern Elevation
Fredensborg Terraces, Jørn Utzon

1:100 Ground & First Floor Plan
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L arg e r H o us i ng
The 7 larger units located to the south of the
pedestrian street are arranged along a 10 meter
horizontal grid, but internally, they also follow 5
meter proportions. The roof of this typology reflects
that of the terraces to create an internal focus on the
pedestrian street.
The internal elements reference the terraces, including
the same stair alcove detail. However, the living
space is all open plan with the kitchen overlooking
the living room. The dining space provides access
to the south facing garden. Upstairs there are three
bedrooms of varying sizes. Throughout these larger
units, the design and materiality have been treated
in a similar fashion to the terraces.
1:100 Southern Elevation

1:100 Northern Elevation
1:100 Section BB

A
1:100 Section AA

B

B

A

1:100 Ground & First Floor Plan
Halen Estate, Atelier 5
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Acce ssi ble H o us i ng
The entrance to the accessible units is located
in the south. Internally, they contain an open plan
kitchen and dining space with access to an internal
courtyard. The courtyard provides natural sunlight
into the northern end of the property as well as an
additional external space. Furthermore, a living room
is also provided adjacent to a dual access bathroom
which is also accessible from the bedroom.
Above, a two-story house is provided. At the first
floor, this typology has a study, located off an open
space living, dining and kitchen area. Upstairs the
plan is similar to the larger family units with three
bedrooms and a bathroom.

1:100 Southern Elevation

1:100 Northern Elevation

1:100 Third Floor Plan
1:100 Section AA

A
A
1:100 Ground & First Floor Plan
Accordia, Fielden Clegg Bradley Studio
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Te chnica l Se c t i o n
The technical Plan, Section and Elevation illustrate
the structural material build-up. Between the
concrete party walls, CLT construction would be
employed with horizontal larch cladding, glazing
and zinc roofing. Visually and physically the timber
cladding and CLT juxtaposes the austere party walls
creating a domestic atmosphere. The CLT detailing
was primarily influenced by my AD: Logistics
research into the Cairngorms National Park HQ
(CNPA) designed by Moxon Architects.
Environmental
The projecting concrete party walls are to be
prefabricated using recycled concrete from the
demolished buildings in Cumbernauld. This would
ensure that the hue of the walls reflects that of
the surrounding housing. As, for the construction
of MVRDV’s Borneo 12 and 18 housing schemes in
Amsterdam completed in 1999, they employed a
steel formwork for the construction of their concrete
panels which saved a 1/3 of total construction costs.
Thus, I intend for the concrete panels for my project
to also be prefabricated with steel formwork to save
costs and reduce construction waste.

Section Elevation Plan
1:50

Floor:
75mm polished concrete screed with
underfloor heating
150mm rigid insulation board
damp proof membrane
125mm reinforced concrete slab
sand binding

Party Walls:
150mm precast concrete wall panels
damp proof membrane
75mm acoustic insulation board
cavity closer

Walls:
140mm ‘living space quality’ CLT panels			
vapour control membrane
60mm rigid insulation board
50mm rigid insulation board
damp proof membrane
50mm vertical battens fixed through insulation to
CLT board
horizontal larch cladding

Roof:
160mm ‘living space quality’ CLT panels
vapour control membrane
240mm x2 120mm rigid insulation boards
damp proof membrane
75mm battens fixed through insulation to CLT
18mm roofing grade plywood
zinc roofing
concealed gutters
12

50
horizontal larch cladding
vertical battens at 600mm
centres fixed through insulation
to CLT panels

Internally, underfloor heating would be provided
within the concrete screed floor in addition to
exposed ‘living grade quality’ CLT. Therefore,
although CLT panels are structural, they can also
be left exposed for aesthetic and cost-saving
benefits. Furthermore, like at the CNPA, all of the
panels can be prefabricated offsite, which would
ensure fast construction and further reduction to
costs. CLT panels also shrink less than standard
timber construction, thus there would be less longterm movement. Additional benefits of CLT include;
fire protection due to charring, low embodied
carbon energy, inherent airtightness, hygroscopic
performance which absorbs and releases moisture,
high thermal mass, low thermal conductivity and the
reduction in overall construction waste.

vapour control membrane
rigid insulation board

50

60

140
‘living grade quality’ CLT
polished screed with underfloor heating
rigid insulation board
reinforced concrete slab

skirting
gravel

25

125

150

75

concrete edging

paving slabs
sand binding
300
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Floor D e t a i l

external walls insulated to
exposed foundation blockwork
damp proof membrane
20mm protection board
hardcore
land drain

damp proof membrane
sand binding
foundation blockwork
hardcore

Wall to Floor Detail
1:5
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Internally, the CLT panels supporting the roof would
also be left exposed. Throughout, I employed Velfac
triple glazing windows with an aluminium sash profile
and a timber frame internally. The concealed gutter
would ensure that the architectural integrity of the
project is retained.

standing seam zinc roofing
18mm roofing plywood
75mm batten fixed through rigid
insulation into CLT panel

concrete party walls

continuous header

zinc upstand against concrete
folded zinc capping piece
folded zinc drip edge

75

18

plywood top plate

EPDM (ethylene propylene
diene terpolymer) membrane
wraps gutter

120

Marine grade plywood to
bottom and side of gutter
18mm roofing plywood

120

folded zinc drip edge clads
soffit

140
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R oof D e t a i l

50mm vertical battens at
600mm centres
horizontal larch cladding
damp proof membrane
x2 rigid insulation boards
vapour control membrane

GLU-LAM beam to support CLT
roof panel

metal plate to provide drip edge
to timber cladding above

window frame
VELFAC double glazing

‘living space quality’ CLT panels

Concealed Gutter Detail
1:5
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Isome tri c
The isometric projections illustrate the external
appearance of the construction materials. The neutral
palette references the existing concrete context of
Cumbernauld, creating a visual relationship between
the new and existing housing. Furthermore, the
timber cladding, glazing and zinc roofing provide a
softer aesthetic to the scheme.

1:200 South West Isometric Projection

1:200 North West Isometric Projection
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Exp loded I s ome t ri c
The exploded isometric projection presents the
assemblage of the material components of the
housing typology. The materiality of my project would
ensure visual balance and longterm performance,
whilst reducing costs, waste and carbon emissions.
Environmental
Through my research into the construction of
the CNPA, I discovered that CLT is not currently
fabricated in the UK, so the panels would have to
be transported from Europe. Nonetheless, the low
embodied carbon of the CLT, reduction in construction
costs and waste, visual and structural benefits and
environmental performance of the material outweigh
the initial transportation costs. The CLT panels can
be further reused for future construction to retain
carbon, or used as fuel for biomass.

4

3

2

1

1:100 Exploded Isometric

1 Party Wall Detail
1:50

2 Stair Detail
1:50

3 First Floor to Walls
1:50

4 Concealed Gutter
1:50
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Evolution
I have designed my housing project to foster planting
and vegetation. As with Atelier 5’s Halen Estate and
Neave Brown’s Alexandra Road Estate, I intend for
the planting to mature over time. The original design
of Cumbernauld did consider landscaping, but the
design made it difficult to maintain, so today many
of the public spaces within Cumbernauld are bare.
Thus, despite its rural location, the sense of nature
is lost. Instead, my scheme encourages a wild and
enchanting aesthetic that can develop organically.
Furthermore, the concrete and zinc would gain an
organic appearance over time. This evolution would
not only improve the appearance of my project over
time, but would also benefit the mental and physical
wellbeing of the residents and the local community.

1:200 South Elevations Year 0 & Year 20
Halen Estate, Atelier 5
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Conclus i on
The housing project articulated the complex post-war
context of Cumbernauld New Town. The design and
organisation of the housing referenced the existing
housing typologies surrounding the site, in addition
to modern and contemporary low-rise high-density
housing models. Jørn Utzon’s Fredenborg terraces
were the main point of reference in the design of the
housing. The scheme offers small terraced housing to
the north for the large proportion of lone residents
in Cumbernauld. In addition, two accessible units
and 9 larger homes are provided to the south. The
housing typologies would ensure a social mix within
the scheme. The orientation and design of the
housing would further ensure favourable internal and
external environments.
The concrete party walls of the housing reference
the existing post-war context of Cumbernauld, but
the timber cladding and CLT provide a more organic
aesthetic to the scheme. Moreover, the concrete
walls would be constructed with the use of recycled
concrete from demolished Cumbernauld buildings,
and prefabrication would with steel formwork
would reduce waste and construction costs. The
prefabrication of CLT further reduces construction
time and costs in addition to providing a low
embodied carbon structure.
Moreover, the existing health centre on the site
would be replaced with a smaller facility integrated
within the scheme. A community centre would also be
situated across the pedestrian street to encourage
holistic healthcare. The planting within the main
pedestrian street would provide domestic privacy
as well as also promoting recreation and enhancing
the physical and mental wellbeing of residents and
visitors. Over time, the pedestrian street would
blossom into an enchanting walkway, reintroducing
nature into the concrete new town of Cumbernauld.

Perspective of Main Pedestrian Street
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